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I have two sisters. I like
playing table tennis and
football.

is Stephy. My dream job is to
be a vet.
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Let’s Go Green
Things you can do to save our planet:
Reduce:
-

Turn off half the lights at lunch time. (by Calvin)
Turn off the air-cons and turn on the fans. (by Crystal)
Use a candle in the night. (by Joey)
Use less water. Take a shower, not a bath. (by Yoyo)
Reduce using paper. Write on both sides and write with smaller letters.
(by Edwin)

Reuse:
-

You may reuse cans. We can grow small plants in cans. (by Stephy)
You should reuse the box and make a pencil case. (by Anson)
Reuse plastic bottles. Change them into pencil stands. (by Yoyo)
We can let babies use old paper to practise how to cut.
(by Crystal)

Recycle:
- You may recycle paper. Put paper into the recycle bin. (by Anson)
- You should recycle plastic, metal and wood. You can also recycle
glass and clothes. (by Polly)
- You should recycle bottles. You should recycle glass things.
(by Candy)

Replace:
- You need to use sunlight instead of electric lights. You need to use
towels instead of tissues. (by Stephy)
- You need to take the bus. Don’t take a taxi. (by Polly)
- Don’t take public transport and go to the places on foot.
(by Crystal)

Fun Riddles
Can you answer the riddles by the English Allstars?
You can find the answers on the last page of the magazine.

Riddle 1:
I can drink a lot of water. If you hit me, the water will be back. What am I?
(by Harry

Riddle 2:
I am yellow but I am not a banana. I am very silly. I am a character. What
am I?
(by Anson)

Riddle 3:
I am a robot cat. I am blue. I am a cartoon character. What am I?
(by Stephy)

Riddle 4:
I am red. I am a circle. I am a kind of a fruit. What am I?

(by Stephy)

Riddle 5:
I can’t run really fast in the running race but I win the race? Why?
(by Yoyo)

Riddle 6:
I draw really well but I didn’t win the drawing competition? Why?
(by Yoyo)

My Favourite Book
My favourite book is ‘River Boy’. It is a
novel. I chose this book because
it is touching. This book is about a little
girl and her grandfather. The story happens
in Germany. This book taught
me and changed my view on life. By reading
the book, people can learn when their parents
die how to face it.
(by Maggie)

Our Favourite Place in Hong Kong
Our favourite place in Hong Kong is
Disneyland. It is on Lantau Island. We go to
this place on holidays. We go there with our
fathers, mothers, brothers and sisters. We go
on the roller coaster, eat ice cream, take
photos with cartoon characters and watch
a special fireworks display near the huge
castle. Everyone should visit Disneyland!
You should go this place in the summer
time! It is exciting!
(by Candy and Stephy)
.

Home Sweet Home
When the summer holiday is coming,
I’ll stay in my favourite place – home!
I can stay at home for 24 hours and there
is no need to pay for tickets. My sweet
home always welcomes me!
(by Yoyo)

Trip to Macau
In the summer holidays, my friend Chloe and I went
to Macau with our families. We stayed there for three
days. First, we went to the hotel to have a rest and
then we went to the ruins of St. Paul’s and took some
photos with Chloe.
After that, we went to the Macau Tower. It is very
tall and a lot of people go there to look at the
beautiful scenery. We had a delicious dinner at
the hotel, such as tomato soup, hamburgers and
French fries. They were yummy. We were very
tired but we were very happy. We enjoyed this
Macau trip a lot! (by Anson)

My Favourite Teacher
My favourite teacher is Mr. Lee. He always wears
glasses and sportswear. He always has a smile on
his face. He always jokes with us. He is good at
sports and Maths.
Mr. Lee has taught me Maths for two years and P.E.
lessons for one year. I was shy before he taught me
but now I am not shy. I can talk with people easily.
In the Maths lessons , we learn how to do Maths
happily. He always explains how to solve a problem
clearly. Therefore my Maths examination result is
very good. I get 92 marks! (by Crystal)

Odd One Out!
‘Odd one out’ means something that is different from the others.
Write the answers & check them using the answer key on the last page of the magazine.

Example:
pear

peach

potato

Potato is the odd one out because it’s not a fruit.

1.

‘Odd one out’ by Crystal:
sun

moon

stars

____________________ is the odd one out because ________________________________.

2.

‘Odd one out’ by Ann:
cake

sausage

ice cream

____________________ is the odd one out because ________________________________.

3.

‘Odd one out’ by Stephy:
car

fish

crab

____________________ is the odd one out because ________________________________.

My Favourite Sport
My favourite sport is football because I can stay fit.
When we play football we need to run fast so that we
can shoot the ball and we need to do a lot of
exercise so that we can be fit and strong. This sport is
fun and it makes me feel happy. (by Edwin)

When I Grow Up
There are many jobs in the world like police,
vet, cook, etc. I want to be a magician
when I grow up. I think magic is amazing and
interesting because magicians do something
that we cannot do.
If you want to become a magician, you need to be creative.
The most important thing is to never tell the magic tips to others.
If you tell others, they will be bored when they see the magic show.
(by Harry)

My Best Friend
I have a best friend. She is eleven years old, same as me. She lives in Tai Po
so we always play together. We have been friends for five years. She likes
playing piano, singing and drawing.
One time, I failed my test. She made me feel better. She made me laugh
and I felt better. She was very nice. She is a pretty girl and she is kind. I think
she is my good friend because she is very nice. I hope we can be friends
forever.
(by Ada)

Word Hunt
‘Word Hunt’ by Yoyo and Ann:
How many words can you make out of:

secondary school?

You can use any of the letters in ‘secondary school’.
You can use the letters in any order.

1.

2.

sea
5.

3.

day

4.

days

second

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

son

My Favourite TV Show
My favourite TV show is Run For Time because
it is so exciting and the competition is interesting.
This TV show has many actors: TF Boys, Wang Kai,
Tian Liang, Jia Nai Liang, Du Cun, Jia Ling and
Sheng Mong Chen. This TV show is broadcasted
in China every Friday for two hours.
This TV show is a competition. The competition
games are a charity to raise money to help
the poor people and to make their lives a little
more happy. I think this TV show is so good.
You should watch it sometime! (by Joanna)

Titanic
Last weekend I felt bored so I turned on my
iPad and started looking for some interesting
videos to watch. Then I found a movie called
Titanic.
It was a love story and it was a true story. In this
movie there was a boy called Jack and a girl,
Rose. They took a trip on a ship and it travelled
on the sea. Unluckily, it hit an iceberg and
water rushed inside the ship. Jack and Rose fell
into the water. However, Rose could not find
Jack. At last, she found him but sadly, he died.
Luckily, someone found that Rose is alive so
they saved her.
After watching the movie, I cried a lot because
the ending was very moving and touching. I
want you to watch it. You might
like it too! (by Yoyo)

My Hobby
My favourite hobby is basketball. I always play
it on Mondays, Wednesdays and Sundays. I like
this game because it is exciting and interesting.
I usually will play with my best friends. They are
Harry and Tim. They have played basketball
for three years.
Once, Harry, Tim and I went to a playground to
play basketball with other friends. We had a
basketball competition. During the competition,
Harry was hurt but finally we won the competition.
We felt so happy.
I think I will play basketball in the future because
this ball game can keep me healthy and I can
have fun with my friends. (by Calvin)

A Pet
Joey has a pet dog who is called QQ. She is a poodle. She is cute so Joey
called her QQ. Joey bought it on 5th October and QQ was born on 10th
August. Joey bought it from a dog centre.
QQ is small. Her fur is very soft and smooth. We always play with QQ on
Friday. We always take QQ to the park. QQ likes playing with us. She also
likes jumping and running. We love QQ very much! (by Polly and Joey)

My Favourite Computer Game
My favourite computer game is Minecraft. This game is about a world in
which there is nothing. In this world you can do anything you want and you
can create things. I play the game because my friends recommended it to
me. I recommend Minecraft to you because it can improve our
imagination. We can also play with our friends or family. It is a very
interesting game. (by Ann)

Answers
Fun Riddles
Riddle 1:

A sponge

Riddle 2:

A Minion

Riddle 3:

Doraemon

Riddle 4:

An apple

Riddle 5:

I am the only one in the race

Riddle 6:

I didn’t join the competition

Odd one Out

There are other answers, too! Use your imagination!

1:

‘Sun’ is the odd one out because it doesn’t appear at night.

2:

‘Ice cream’ is the odd one out because it is a cold food.

3:

‘Car’ is the odd one out because it’s not a food.

Word Hunt
Here are some possible answers. Can you think of even more?
one, say, dear, sad, sadly, honey,
once, year, ear, hear, heard, hard,
card, car, learn, cold, cool…

Thanks for reading
the English Allstars Magazine!

